Dynamic polymorphism of actin as activation mechanism for cell motility.
Actin filament dynamics are crucial in cell motility. Actin filaments, and their bundles, networks, and gels assemble and disassemble spontaneously according to thermodynamic rules. These dynamically changing structures of actin are harnessed for some of its functions in cells. The actin systems respond to external signals, forces, or environments by biasing the fluctuation of actin assembly structures. In this study, dynamic conformation of actin molecules was studied by monitoring conformational dynamics of actin molecules at the single molecule level in real time. Actin conformation spontaneously fluctuates between multiple conformational states. Regarding myosin motility, the dynamic equilibrium of actin conformation was interpreted as between states that activates and inhibits the motility. The binding of myosin to actin filaments activates myosin motility by shifting the conformational fluctuation of actin towards the state that activates the motility. Thus, the activation mechanism based on thermal fluctuation is suggested at molecular level as well as at cellular level.